
STAY AHEAD WITH 
SMART DATA

Take control of your data and get ahead of your smart 

factory with Averna’s Data Management Software Tools. 

Easily produce customized reports, ensure assets are 

up-to-date and access all test data within a user-friendly 

and intuitive GUI. Focus on the information you need to

 succeed and eliminate any excess noise to remain 

proactive and make better business decisions.
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Proligent Analytics
Proligent Analytics is the most powerful test data reporting tool available which is 
why it has become the industry standard over the last 15 years. Connect to as many 
or as few locations as required and keep all test results centralized in one place. Us-
ing over 50 web-based reports and charts, support engineers, operators and quality 
technicians optimize product quality, asset utilization and supply-chain initiatives, 
leading to better business decisions.

Averna Launch
Control your test data with the premiere test executive. Automatically run pre-de-
termined tests, as defined by you, and access results in real-time or through easy-

to-read reports. Flexible and configurable, Averna Launch accelerates production 
through reliable testing by providing users the information they need.

Averna Deploy
Streamline smart factories using one simple tool. Averna Deploy 
ensures production is up to date by automatically running the latest 
software releases throughout all factories. Save time and prevent 
inaccuracies by having Averna Deploy watch over your business.  

Proligent QuickView
Monitor your station test data using one simple tool and make better busi-

ness decisions using Proligent QuickView’s clear and precise dashboards. 
QuickView is easy to install and delivers powerful insight into local man-

ufacturing using reports like Cpk analysis, throughput, cycle time, perfor-
mance, quality, OEE, and many more!


